We present a biomedical text-mining system focused on four types of gene-related information: biological functions, associated diseases, related genes and gene-gene relations. The aim of this system is to provide researchers an easy-to-use bio-information service that will rapidly survey the rapidly burgeoning biomedical literature.
INTRODUCTION
In the post-genomic era, a great deal of research is directed toward the analysis and interpretation of genetic sequences data. The results of these biological experiments are reported in text form. This type of information, however, is underutilized by biologists and medical researchers because of the highly unstructured and free-format characteristics of the published information and because of its overwhelming volume. Currently, there are some systems that analyze PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) abstracts and then provide a value-added bio-information service. For example, Suiseki (Blaschke et al., 1999, http://www. pdg.cnb.uam .es/suiseki/) focuses on the extraction and visualization of protein-protein interactions. MedMiner (Tanabe et al., 1999, http://discover.nci.nih .gov/textmining/filters. html) takes advantage of GeneCards (Safran et al., 2002, http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/cards/) as its knowledge source and offers gene information related to specific keywords. XplorMed (Perez-Iratxeta et al., 2001 , http://www.bork.emblheidelberg.de/xplormed/) presents specified information through interaction with the user. EDGAR (Rindflesch et al., 2000, http: //www-smi.stanford.edu/projects/helix/psb00/) extracts information about drugs and genes relevant to cancer from the biomedical literature. GENIES (Friedman et al., 2001) extracts and structures information about cellular pathways from the biomedical literature. The goal of our research was to design and develop an information system that can streamline the process of retrieving and analyzing gene-related information from PubMed abstracts, where the * To whom correspondence should be addressed. information about a gene includes biological functions, associated diseases, related genes, and gene-gene relations. The result has been a considerable reduction in the time and effort required to survey the literature on genes.
We have developed the GIS (Gene Information System) to perform high-speed gene information discovery. Our system has two modules. Module I, gene information screening, provides information about biological functions, associated diseases and related genes for a queried gene. Module II, gene-gene relation extraction, extracts the gene-gene relations described in abstracts and estimates whether the relation between a pair of genes is positive, cooperative, or negative.
In the following we describe the system architecture of the two modules.
Module I: gene information screening
In this module, the user can screen the information of biological functions, associated diseases and related-genes for each gene in the input gene list [ Fig. 1 (a) at http://iir. csie.ncku.edu.tw/~yuhc/gis/figure.htm].
The function of this module is achieved through three agents. The document retrieval agent is responsible for collecting the medical documents from PubMed. The sentence selection agent selects the generally important parts of the abstracts, the title and conclusion section, for processing. If an abstract does not contain a section labeled 'CONCLUSION:', the system selects the last three sentences. The lexicon analysis agent is the core of this module. It finds, counts and indexes, with the domain-specific lexicon, the keywords for biological functions, associated diseases and related genes that occur in the abstracts. The domain-specific lexicon contains six parts: biological function lexicon, disease lexicon, gene lexicon, relational keyword lexicon, negative keyword lexicon and stopword lexicon. We compile the lexicon from some on-line dictionaries and suggestion from professional bio-medical researchers. The lexicon contains synonyms to handle lexical variation.
Module II: gene-gene relation extraction
In this module, users can acquire information about the relation between a pair of genes [ Fig. 1(b) at http://iir.csie. ncku.edu.tw/~yuhc/gis/figure.htm]. The relations here are classified into three categories, positive, cooperative and negative, according to gene function. For example, a gene A can activate another gene B's function or expression (a positive relation); gene A and gene B can bind to a complex or cooperate with each other (a cooperative relation and example keywords are 'associate with' and 'is conjugated to'); or gene A can suppress gene B's function or expression (a negative relation).
The function of this module is achieved through four agents: document retrieval, data preprocess, learning process and relation prediction. Here we introduce only the kernel learning process and relation prediction agents. The learning process agent is responsible for generating sentence expression patterns from training samples consisting of sentences describing gene-gene relations. Sentence expression patterns stand for the patterns of wording and term distribution in describing relations, and they are represented as a variant of decision tree. This agent operates offline beforehand. The relation prediction agent judges the relations described in sentences according to sentence expression patterns and determines whether the relations are positive, cooperative or negative. Please visit the website of our system for the algorithms used in this module.
These two modules can be integrated in the gene information discovery process when a medical researcher queries the information of a specified gene in Module I. It then gets a related gene for the input gene from the result, and then queries these two genes' relation in Module II. After querying gene information in Module I, the user may find that the query gene and another gene co-occur in the same sentences frequently. And they have similar biological functions. At this moment, the user can proceed to use Module II to query the relation between these two possibly related genes, and this information can be used in further study.
System features
The GIS system provides the following features. (1) Finding, counting and indexing the keywords for biological functions, associated diseases and related genes in the abstracts.
(2) Browsing the sentences and abstracts by clicking the keywords of biological functions, associated diseases and related genes, instead of showing only a list of titles. (3) Using colors to mark important keywords, to help the user discover important information easily and to facilitate understanding. (4) Editing the domain-specific lexicon of biological functions, diseases and genes to meet the user's needs, and thus to expand the lexicon. (5) Filtering the content of the abstracts and reserving only the conclusions or last three sentences of the abstract.
We have presented here a biomedical text mining system that screens gene information and extracts gene-gene relations described in the text. We extract the information about biological functions, associated diseases and related genes through a domain-specific lexicon. We use three kinds of relationspositive, cooperative and negative-to represent the relation between a pair of genes. The extraction performance is 0.840 for precision and 0.767 for recall. In brief, we have designed and implemented new system architecture for the discovery of gene information in biomedical texts.
